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Global Dimension of Cartesian Squares 
BRIAN GREENBERG 
The local rings of global dimension two are characterized. Such rings are 
either noetherian rings, valuation rings, or the so-called umbrella rings. A 
local ring A is an umbrella ring if and only if A coctains a prime ideal P sticb 
that: 
(4 i’iP is a valuation ring of global dimension one or rxl-(I, 
ib) A/P is a regular local ring of global dimension Tao. 
Cc) P;ip = P, 
(dj A has only countably many principal prime ideais. 
These results are generalized by defining an F-ring to be a domair A coil- 
raining a prime ideal Q such that A, is a valuation ring and QAB = Q. We 
show that A is the fiber-product of A@ and A/Q over AC7/QA0 ar,d determine 
the global dimension of A in terms of the global dimensions of -ig and =! {Q. 
ISTRODUCTION 
The first objective of this paper is to give a characterization of the local 
rings of global dimension two. In [I21 Vasconcelos defined an umbrella ring 
to be a local ring of global dimension two that is neither a regular 10~21 ring 
nor a valuation ring. The analysis of these rings was initiated there and is 
completed here. A local ring, A, is an umbrelfa ring if and only if A has a 
prime ideal P such that: 
(a) A, is a valuation ring of global dimension one or two. 
jb) 3/P is a regular local ring of global dimension two, 
(c) PA, = P, 
(d) -4 has countably many principal prime ideals. 
It follows that every local ring of global dimension two) is %O-northerian. 
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The local rings of global dimension zero and one are respectively fields 
and D\:R’s. In each case they are simultaniously regular local rings and 
valuation rings. 4 local ring of global dimension two can be a regular local 
ring, a valuation ring, or if neither of these, then the fiber product of them. 
An F-ring is defined to be a domain, A, having a prime ideal P such that 
A, is a valuation ring and PA, = P. An umbrella ring is an F-ring and 
accordingly, our analysis of the umbrella ring is couched in terms of the more 
general structure. An F-ring 9 is shown to be the fiber product of d, and 
A/P over &/PA, . 
The second objective of this paper is to compute the global dimension 
of an arbitrary F-ring, d, in term s of its associated rings A, and A/P. We 
apply these results in computing the global dimension of the restricted power 
series ring R[[t)) in terms of the global dimension of R and the projective 
dimension of the quotient field of R. To find the projective dimension of the 
quotient field of R (=k) it suffices to know the minimal cardinality of a 
generation set for K over R. 
1. F-RINGS 
By a ring we will always mean a commutative ring with unity. A local ring 
is a ring with a unique maximal ideal, not necessarily noetherian. A ring 
homomorphism always taken unity to unity. 
In general our terminology and notation will be the same as [l] and [3]. 
Subscripts will be omitted in writing tensor products when the base ring is 
clear. If R is a domain, we denote the quotient field of R by qf R. 
Most of the rings dealt with in this paper will be of the type described 
below. In this section some properties of these rings are developed. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A domain ,-Z is an F-ring if A has a prime ideal P f 0 
such that: 
(a) -qP is a valuation ring, 
(b) PA, = P. 
Such an ideal P is called an F-ideal. 
In saying PA, = P one means that the extension of P in 9, is the same 
as the image of P under the canonical map taking A into A, . This is the same 
as saying that as sets in A, , {z/l IZEP) =(Z/S/ZEP,s~P}. 
In this section, A will always be an F-ring and P will always be an F-ideal 
for A. 
An immediate consequence of the definition is that if a E /I but a $ P, then 
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L?P = P. Consequently every ideai of ,+I either contains P cx is contained 
.n P. Furthermore, A is local if and only if A/P 5 IocaI. 
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward: 
PROPQSITION 1.2. (i) The prime ideals of ;J contained in P are linear.,!;:! 
ordered by inc!usion. 
(ii) The family of F-ideals of tl is linearbq wderzd by inchtsim. If -“i 2 
a GE’D, ihis j-a&y has a unique maximal element. 
(iii) rJ P is .uot a maximal ideal, therz P is not j.nitebv generated. 
(iv) If ,Q f 0 is a p&e ideal psope+t contained ilz 1, thez QL-lp is not 
Jinitely generated as an ideal in A, . 
(v) The ideal P contains no prime eiemezts unless it is maximal. 
~EiwdA 1.3. Let L’ be a valuation ring with maximal ideal Af and iet f + 0 
be an ideal ir, ET. If Illf + I, then I is prin&pa! azd cowerselj f. 
Pm.yf. Choose Y in I but not in IM and claim (x) = I. If not, choose 1; 
in I but not in (x)~ Since x r y, then y i X, say x = q for a E 31, thus .Y E IX, 
The comerse follows from Nakayama’s lemma. 
~RoPoSITroN 1.4. If J is an ideal cwtained in P such that ]=izD 2s not 
$niteLy generated as an ideal in -4, , the% 
(a) Jr& = J7, 
(b) Pi’ = J. 
PKW$ (a) One always has that JP C Jo Since P = PAP , jPA+!, C j 
so P;Iz,J*+l, C J. But, PA, JA? = JAp (1.31, hence? JAr C J. 
(b) Note that JApPA, = JAp and use (a). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. For 31 a torsion free A-mod&e, TorIA(LkrS .i.;P) = 3. 
P7Ymf. Consider the exact sequence 
o--Pi*4 - &P-----f 0, 
-&ere L’ is the inclusion map. Tensor this sequence with dl to get the exact 
sequence 
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If z pi @ “zi goes to zero, then p C aimi = 0 in M. Thus, since 
M is torsion free, Cpi @ m, = 0 hence i @ lni is one-to-one so 
Tor,A (A/P, M) = 0. 
A few additional facts about F-rings needed below are contained in the 
next lemma. 
LEn,rxla 1.6. (i) For each a in A but not in P, (a) can be written as the 
Jinite product of principal prime ideals if and only if A/P is a UFD. 
(ii) If P is not maximal, then there exists a one-to-ooze order preserving 
correspondence between the principal prime ideals of A/P and those of ,4. 
(iii) The quotient jield of ;2/P is ,4,/P. 
2. GLOBAL DIMENSION Two 
Every local ring of global dimension two is either a valuation ring, a regular 
local ring, or an umbrella ring. The purpose of this section is to analyze 
umbrella rings and to characterize them in terms of valuation rings and 
noetherian rings. 
The following statement is proved in [ 121: If A is an umbrella ring, then 
A is a domain having a prime ideal Q such that: 
(i) 3, is a valuation ring of global dimension one or two, 
(ii) -g/Q is a noetherian local ring of global dimension two, 
(iii) QAo = Q. 
The first objective of this section is to prove 
(iv) -4 has countably many principal prime ideals. 
Our next aim is to show that if d is a domain having a prime ideal Q such 
that (i)-(iv) hold, then A has global dimension two, and is hence an umbrella 
ring. 
If R is a local domain with qf R = K + R according to [6] pd,K = 1 if 
and only if K is countably generated as an R-module. Thus, if R is a local 
UFD with R f K then pd,K = 1 if and only if R has at most countably 
many principal prime ideals. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If a local ring of global dimension two, A, is not noetherian, 
then it has at most countably many principal ideals. 
Proof. If 9 is a valuation ring then it has at most one nonzero principal 
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prime ideal, hence we can assume d is an umbrella ring with maximal 
F-ideal P. 
From each nonzero principal prime ideal chcose a generator and let S be 
the multiplicative set they generate. Fix 0 f z E P and iet J be the ideai of 
-4 generated by {z/s 1 s E S>. The ideal JT is isomorphic to MT the submodule 
of qif d generated by (I/s 1 s E S). 
If A has more than countably many principal prime ideals then one shows 
that X is not countably generated. Using [lo, Theorem 6.2: we conclude 
that p~!~ 41 = 2, so pd, J = 2. Since J is an ideal in A, this is impossible. 
COROLLART 2.2. If A is an umbrella y.ing with nzasima!F-ideai P1 therz 
(a) _i,iP has countabl many pviracipal prime ideals, 
(0) pd.,!p &jP = 1. 
Prooj. (a) follows from (1.6) while (b) follows from (a) recalling that 
&q/P is a CFD and qf A/P = ApiP. 
DEFINITION 2.3. 4 ring is K,-noetherian if every ideal can be generated 
bv countablr many elements. 
TNEORER~ 2.4. A local ring of global dimeluion two is x,-noetlwia~. 
Procf. If 3 is a valuation ring the result is contamed in [!I] hence we can 
assume ;i to be an umbrella ring having maximal JT-ideal P. Since every 
ideal containing P is finitely generated, we can confine oilr attention to 
ideals contained in P. Let J be such an ideal. 
Case I. j-4, is not finitely generated over dp L 
Let ,(a1 , a, ,...I C J be a countable generating set for JA, over d, ~ and let 
S be as in (2.1). Since JAp = J, a,,is is in J for all s in S and SC 
T = tJnES UT!, {ai/s) is a countable generating set for 1. 
Case II. -7-2, is finitely generated over A, . 
Write Jzgp = id, for some t E J and let T = (t(a;O) I a, b E 5’ and 
t(ajb) E J>: where S is as above and note T is countable. For x E J let 
s = f(s,‘f). If .T c P then x/s is in d. If x $ P then s = z&y with y E S and u 
a unit in A so z = u[t(y/s)]. In either case, z is in the a4-span of T so ,? is 
countably generated. 
We now turn our attention to the second objective lof this section, namely 
(2.71, One recalls the following lemma 1161. (Note: By a conrrived rearrange- 
ment of Sections 2 and 3 an alternate approach can be taken to (2.6) as 
outlined in the appendix thus obviating the need for (2.5)) 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let h: R -+ S be an injective ring homomol;phism, let I be an 
ideal in R and let E be an R-module. Tlzen E is projective if 
(a) E OR S is projective as an S-module, 
(b) E OR R/I is projective as an R/I-module, 
(c) I is also an ideal in S. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A be an F-ring with F-ideal P and let M be art 
A-module. Then M is projective if and only if lW @A d/P and M 0, 9, are 
projective as -4/P and A, modules, respectiveljt. 
Proof. If M @ A/P and M @ -4, are A/P and A, projective then 
Ad @ (a/P x &) is projective as an (A/P x A,)-module. Via the map 
h: ,4 + A/P x A, where 1 ++ (i, 1) the image of P is an ideal in A/P x -4, . 
One can apply (2.5) since M @A/P is projective as an A/P-module. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let A be a local F-ring z&h F-ideal P szlch that: 
(1) A, is of global dimensio~z one or two, 
(2) A/P is a regular local ring of global dimension two, 
(3) pd.m -UP = 1. 
Then A is an umbrella ring. 
Proof. Since P is not finitely generated pd, P >, 1 so gl dim A > 2. 
Let J be an ideal of A. For 0 f x E P we have J and z J are isomorphic 
so we can assume J C P. Let 
O-+L+F-t J-0 
be an exact sequence with F free. Tensoring with A/P and A, yields exact 
sequences of A/P and A, modules, respectively, (1.5): 
O+L@A/P+F@dlP+ J@AIP+O, 
O+L@A,+F@A+ J@AP+O. 
If J’qp is not finitely generated over A, then PJ = J so L @ A/P is 
projective as an A/P-module. 
If J14p is finitely generated over A, we write JAp = t-4, for some 
t E J and observe that J/PJc, JAp/PJ = JA,/Pz4, J = JAp/ JApP = 
t-4p/tA,P N A,/P. Consider the exact sequence of A/P modules where C 
is the cokernel of the first map: 
O+ J/P]+ A,/P+ C-+0. 
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Since pdA ir? =1,/P = 1 if pdAlp J/PJ 3 2 then pd,!,- C 3 3, ([4> pi I.@]). 
Thus pdA.p JI’PJ < 1 so L @ A/P is projective as an A/P-module. 
In each case L 13 -4/P is projective as an k/P-module and since L (3:; A, 
is projective as an A,-module then L is projective and pd; J z< 1. Thus B 
has global dimension two. 
The following result is proved in a broader contest in Section 4. it seems 
fitting however to record it here. 
PRQPQSITIQN 2.8. Let d be a locril F-ring with F-ideal P suci: that: 
(1 j -Ip is of global dimension one or two, 
(3) -2/P is a regular local Tin, 0 of global dimensicm taco, 
(3) pd., ,p Ap/P = 2. 
Tth 9 has global dimension thee. 
EUALlPLE 2.9. Let R be a domain with quotient field Q. By R[[t)) CUE 
means the subring of Q[[t]] consisting of those power series whose 
constant term is in R. Let P be the ideal of R[[t)) consisting of those 
elements whose constant term is zero. P is a prime ideal, R[[t))p N Q[[t]]! 
a discrete valuation ring and PR[[t))p = P h ence Rc[t)) is an F-ring with 
F-ideal P. 
Let Iz be a field and let R = /z[x, ~~](,,y) so Q = k(x, y) and let d = R[[t)) 
with 3 as above. Thus, A, is a valuation ring of global dimension one and 
-4/P is a reguiar local ring of global dimension two. If k is infinite the 
cardinalit); of the set of principal prime ideals of K[x, y] (,y,U) is the same as 
that of k. Thus, if k is countable then gl dim A = 2 otherwise gl dim d = 3. 
In particular, 
gl dim W-y, ~lcs~d[t)) = 2 whereas 
gl dim C[x, ~](~:,~)[[f)) = 3 
for Q the rationals and Cc the complex numbers. 
One can see that every ideal in @[x, y]cx,g)[[t)) can be generated by M, 
elements. In fact, if the cardinality of k is N, thee every idea! can be generated 
by N, elements in d as above. 
Rema& 2.10. Additional information concerning arbitrary rings of 
global dimension two can be found in [II], [lx], [14], and [16]. 
3. FIBER PRODUCTS 
The aim of this section is to investigate a construction vv-hich yields Pi-rings 
and one from which every F-ring arises. We show that Aq is an F-ring with 
P-ideal P if and only if -4 is the fiber product of A, an$ 319 over A,iP. 
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Construction 3.1. Let I’ be a valuation ring with maximal ideal P, and 
let D be a subring of V/P which is not a field. Let A be the inverse image 
of D under the canonical map, r, taking 1’ onto V/P. The diagram 
representing this situation is 
(1) 
where i and j are the inclusion maps as indicated. One has A = (d + p 1 d, 
p E V where z-(d) E D and p E P> and P is a prime ideal of A. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Adopting the notation of (3.I), qf D = T/iP if and only 
zy v = A, . 
Proof. (if) Choose u E V/P and let ;u E V be such that I = U. Write 
v = a/b for a, b E A and b $ P hence z-(a/b) = rr(a)/rr(b). But n(a), r(b) ED 
since a, b E A and r(b) f 0. Thus, ZJ = n(v) = rr(a)/rr(b) an element in the 
quotient field of D. 
(only if) For u E I’ there exists a r , a, E A with a4 #P such that T(V) = 
rr(aJ/n(a,). Since T(V) = +aJaJ then v - (al/a?) = x E P C A. Thus, 
7~ = (a22 + al)/a2 fz A, . 
Basic Construction 3.3. If qf D = V/P in (3.1) we say we have the basic 
construction. We then say that (1) is a basic diagram and that A arises from 
a basic construction. If A arises from a basic construction then IT = A, , 
D = A/P, T/!P = A,/P, and PA, = P. The verification of the following 
proposition is direct. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. A ring A is an F-ring if and only if it arises from a basic 
diagram. 
Remark 3.5. The construction 3.1 is discussed in [2, p. 5591 without the 
hypothesis that gf D = V/P. The rings considered here however need not 
be of the form D + M as illustrated by (3.8). The construction 3.3 is treated 
in [8, p. 251 where D is a discrete valuation ring for V/P. 
ils will be seen below, (3.3) conforms to the situation considered by 
Milnor, [7, p. 191. 
The following easy to prove proposition shows how an F-ring can be 
expressed as a fiber product. 
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hDPosrTIoN 3.6. Let 
be a basa‘c diagrattr. The pull-back of (2) is equal to the ring arisizg from the basic 
comtmctiorz. 
COROLLARY 3.7. A local ring d is an zlmbrelia i.itlg iJ at& only $ it is the 
p&back of a basic diagram in which 
(I) I’ leas global dimension one or teoo, 
(2) D is a regular local ring of global dimemiolz twoz 
(3) ,adD V/P = 1. 
lye now have the characterization of local rings of global dimension two 
sought. d local ring of global dimension two can be z regular local ricg, 
a vaiuation ring, or if neither of these, it is the fiber product of them. 
&LmnxE 3.8. Let 2 denote the integers and let y be a prime number. 
Then Q = @Lx, y] is a prime ideal in Z[s, y] and I7 = Z[x, ~v]o is a DViI 
with maximal ideal denoted by P. If D = Zi$‘[x, J$];~~,~)  then the quotient 
field of D is isomorphic to V/P. 
T:ie fiber product of l7 and D over k-/P as in (3.1) is 
1 has global dimension two, (3.8), and is of unequai characteristic so cannot 
be expressed in the form D + M. 
Remuk 3.9. Let B be an F-ring with F-ideal P. Appiyii;g the contra- 
variant functor Spec( ) to the pull-back diagram for 9 yields a diagram 
in the catagory of topological spaces 
a; / 
Spec A!P. 
The push-out of this diagram is the disjoint union of Spec 9, and Spec A,‘P 
where P/P and PA, are identified. This is however homeomorphic to 
Spec A. rhus: Applying the functor Spec( ) to the cartesian square for an 
F-ring 9 yields a cocartesian square for Spec R. 
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4. GLOBAL DIMENSION OF F-RINGS 
The aim of this section is to find the global dimension of an F-ring ,-l 
having F-ideal P in terms of the global dimensions of the rings A/P and A, . 
We conclude with a few cardinality observations. Throughout this section A 
will be an F-ring having F-ideal P. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If M is a torsion free A-module, then pd,, M = 
max(pdA,!, M @ A/P, pddp M 6J Ap}. 
Proof. Let m = max{ pdA,,p M @ A/P, pdApM @ Ap>. If pdA M is 
finite, tensoring a projective resolution for M by A, and A/P yields a 
projective resolution for M @J A, and M @ A/P as A, and A/P modules, 
respectively, so m < pd.A M. 
If m is finite consider the exact sequence of A-modules 
where Qi are projective for i = 0, I,..., m - 1. But Q @A, and Q @ A/P 
are both projective as d, and A/P modules, respectively, [4], so pdA Al < m. 
If either pdA &;I or m is infinite so is the other. 
COROLLARY 4.2. pd/, z-1, = pd.Alp d,/P. 
THEOREM 4.3. If A, has global dimension 11, n 3 1, and if 
A/P has global dimension rn, m >, 1, then 
71 if n > 7n 
A has global dimension 
1 
m if nz > n and pd,,,A,lP < m 
%m+ 1 if nz 3 n and pd,!,d,lP = m. 
Proof. (1) n>m.ForIanidealindpd,I<n-l,sogldimA,(n. 
There exists an ideal J in A such that pdAp J-4, = n - 1, so pdA J = n - I 
hence gl dim A = n. 
(2) NZ > n. Let I be an ideal in A (containing P) such that pd.A,,, I/P = 
m-l.SinceI/P=I/IP,pd,I=m-l,sogldimA>nm. 
Let 1 be an arbitrary ideal in A. Multiplying I by a nonzero element in P 
allows us to assume I is contained in P in computing its projective dimension. 
Consider the exact sequence where F is free 
O+L+F+I-+O. 
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Tensoring with A, and A/P yields exact sequences of A, and A/P modules. 
respectively. One sees pdAAp I @ A, < 12 - 1 < 112 - 1. 
If IA, is not finitely generated over A, mimicking (2.7) and using (4.:) 
yields that pdA I < m - 1. 
If Id, is finitely generated over Ap , as in (2.7) one has the exact sequence 
Q--tI/PI+A,/P+C4o. 
(a) If pdAJp d,,lP < nz, then pdA fp I/PI < 132 otherwise pd.,!, C > 
DZ + 1 thus pdA I < m - 1. Therefore gl dim A = ?I&;. 
(b) If pd,!, -4,/P = m, then pdA :p I/PI < m otherwise $dA,aD C .> 
wz + 2. thus pd, I < m. Therefore gl dim -4 <: m + 1. But pdA -4, = m, 
(4.2). Choosing 0 # ,z E P, z& is an ideal in A hating projective dimension 
m, thus gi dim A = m + 1. 
‘The next two corollaries follow directly from (4.3). 
&QROLLARV 4.4. If gl dim d = d, then 
(1) gl dim d, -< d, 
(2) gl dim d/P < d, 
(3) $ gl dim ,4/P = d, then pd.,:, d,,‘P < d. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let gl dim d = d. 
(1) 46 gldimd, = d, then gl dim &I/P <. d axd $ gi dim -q/P = iI 
the,l pd, p -4&P < d. 
(2) If gl dim A, < d, then 
(a) gl dim d/P = d if pd, :p -4,/P < d - i, 
(b) gldim_$,iP=d-1 0rdifpd,,,-~~~iP=d--2. 
Let us now consider a few cardinaiity conditions for an F-ring of globa 
dimension two. 
Remark 4.5. An F-ring of global dimension two nee2 not have oniy 
countably many principal prime ideals even though it will have only countab!;y 
many locally. For, if Ad is a maximal ideal of A, then d,, is a local P-rmg 
of global dimension two, so it has only countably many principal prune 
Ideals. 
EXAMPLE 4.7 (Jensen). Let C denote the complex numbers and let 
d = C[x][[t)). If we let b- = C(x)[[t]], th en TV is a valuation ring of global 
dimension one with maximal ideal P = (t). Let D = C[X] so D is contained 
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in V/P and qf D = T/-/P. The ring A is the pull-back as usual and so has 
global dimension two, yet it has uncountably many principal prime ideals. 
In (4.7) gl dim A/P = 1. Continuing with (4.6), suppose we now assume 
gl dim A/P = 2 and A/P . 1s regular (that is, it is noetherian and regular 
local at each localization at a prime ideal). Then locally A/P has only countably 
many principal prime ideals since pdAip A,/P = 1. Is it the case that A/P 
has only countably many? 
&&MZ 4.8. Does there exist a regular ring of global dimension two 
having uncountably many principal prime ideals yet having only countably 
many at each localization at a prime ideal? 
The answer to this question will determine whether d need be 
W,,-noetherian under the assumptions above. 
As shown in [9], a valuation ring IT is K,-noetherian (i.e., every ideal can 
be generated by K, elements) but not x,-r-noetherian if and only if V has 
global dimension d + 2 for d > 0 (K-,-noetherian = noetherian). Thus if A 
is an F-ring having K, principal prime ideals and gl dim A, = n one can see 
that A is X,-noetherian where N = max{m, n - 2}, for rtz > 0, n 3 1. 
In particular, if k is a field of cardinality x,,, , wz > 0, then 
-4 = &I >.**3 .?Jkc,,...,x,,Hm 
is X,-noetherian. If 112 < n - 2, then 
[lo, 6.51, so gl dim -A = n. otherwise gl dim A = n + 1. 
Variations on this theme can be invented by combining the observations 
above with (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5). 
APPENDIX 
An alternate approach to the proof of (2.6) based on [7, Theorem 2.21 is 
provided here enabling us to bypass (2.5). Here we draw upon the fact that 
B is the fiber product of -4, and A/P over AJP. 
Adopting the notation of (2.6) we assume in addition that M is torsion 
free. Tensoring the Cartesian square for A by J/17 yields a cartesion square 
for M since TorrA(A/P, M) = 0: 
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According to [7, Theorem 2.21, the projectivity of If 3 _ 7 - ,& ?p a& JI ,z, _L’jp ~- ‘, 
as -:iP and A/P modules, respectively, implies the projectivity of JP. 
The rrsuits here are contained in the authors doctoral dissertation carried o& at 
Rutgers University. The author would like to express his gratitude to his ad\-iscr 
IV. X7. T7asconcelos for his veq- generous assistance. 
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